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Abstract—Traditional datacenter systems advocate the use
of high-performance hardware, resulting in increased power
consumption and cooling costs. With increasing availability of
systems having diverse performance-to-power ratios, we analyze
the energy efficiency of mixing high-performance and low-power
nodes in a cluster. Using a model-driven analysis, we predict the
heterogeneous mix of nodes that is the most energy-efficient while
maintaining a given deadline. Considering service demands of the
workloads on cores, memory and I/O devices, we derive Pareto-
optimal configurations by matching the execution rate of different
nodes. Our mix and match approach determines heterogeneous
configurations that exhibit a “sweet region”, where energy usage
reduces linearly as the deadline is relaxed. Our analysis shows
that mixing high-performance and low-power nodes is more
energy-efficient than homogeneous datacenter clusters.

I. INTRODUCTION

Energy consumption is a key concern for the industry
players that operate some of the world’s largest datacenters,
such as Google, Facebook, Amazon, among many others [40].
Many research findings propose that low-power processors
are an alternative for energy-efficient clusters [18], [20], [23].
On the contrary, other researchers and practitioners indicate
that clusters with high-performance nodes are more energy
efficient [27], [35], but much remains to be explored to
improve the efficiency of scale-out workloads [5].

Datacenter workloads often must obey strict response time
constraints. But network conditions, geographical locations
and cyclic variation in arrival rates impart different waiting
times on jobs even before reaching the datacenter. Many
providers favor over-provisioning the servers to shorten the
service times of the job to meet the response time deadlines
even with such wide variations in waiting time [13], [14].
While a system with only low-power nodes may not service
the job fast enough to meet the deadline, a system using only
high-performance nodes may require an inordinate amount
of energy when operating at higher performance levels than
necessary. Ideally, a system should allow a range of configura-
tions that decreases the energy progressively as the deadline is
relaxed. This motivates the case for analyzing a heterogeneous
cluster system with a mix of high-performance nodes and low-
power nodes.

This paper proposes a model-driven analysis of the energy
efficiency of executing datacenter workloads on heterogeneous
clusters. The objective of the analysis is to determine if a mix
of high-performance and low-power nodes is more energy-
efficient while meeting a given deadline, compared with the

case of using only one type of datacenter nodes. To this
effect, our idea for minimizing the energy usage is to split the
workload in two parts. Both parts are serviced concurrently,
the first part executed on high-power nodes and the second part
on low-power nodes. But because the two types of nodes have
different execution rate, we propose a matching technique, that
splits the workload such that all high-performance nodes and
all the low-power nodes finish the servicing of the job at the
same time. By finishing at the same time, the energy incurred
by idling in the cluster is minimized. We call this technique
mix and match. The question of using different types of nodes
in datacenter has been addressed in the past [42]. However,
the state of the art currently argues that the best approach is to
use low-power nodes when the arrival rate of requests is small,
and then switch to high-performance nodes when arrival rate
grows past a set threshold. In contrast, our mix and match
technique uses both types of nodes at the same time.

To determine the proportion of workload that is assigned
to each type of node, we develop a trace-driven analytical
model that determines the energy required to service a job
consisting of multiple requests of a scale-out workload. The
model considers low-power and high-performance nodes with
different Instruction Set Architectures (ISAs). For each type of
node, we predict the execution time and energy usage of a job
considering the overlap among the response times of service
requests to the CPU, the memory and the network I/O devices,
as a function of total number of nodes, number of active cores
inside each node, and core clock frequency. The model is
validated against direct measurements of execution time and
energy usage on a heterogeneous cluster with ARM Cortex-A9
and AMD Opteron K10 multicore nodes, for a diverse range
of datacenter workloads. We apply our model to determine the
execution time and energy usage on different mixes of high-
performance AMD and low-power ARM nodes, also varying
the core clock frequencies and the number of active cores.
Among the large number of configurations, we established the
energy-deadline Pareto frontier to obtain a set of heterogeneous
configurations which incur the minimum energy needed to
execute a given workload within a deadline.

Our analysis is performed by considering a variety of
typical datacenter workloads such as web-hosting application
memcached, multimedia streaming program x264 from PAR-
SEC, financial analytics program blackscholes from PARSEC,
real-time speech recognition engine Julius, and the openssl
implementation of the RSA-2048 key verification step of the
TLS/SSL encryption mechanism. Specifically, we address the
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Figure 1: Methodology overview

impact of (i) homogeneity and heterogeneity on the energy
used to meet a service time deadline, (ii) the ratio of high-
performance to low-power nodes for a given power budget,
(iii) the size of the heterogeneous cluster and (iv) job queuing
delays on energy efficiency. Our proposed mix and match ap-
proach determines the configurations that significantly reduce
the energy progressively (up to 58% on a mix of 16 ARM and
14 AMD nodes) as the deadline is relaxed.

Our key contributions are:

1) We propose a trace-driven modeling approach to deter-
mine a mix of high-performance and low-power nodes
with different ISAs. This mix minimizes the energy
wastage during the service time of a job because matching
the execution times among nodes minimizes the idleness
in the system. Furthermore, each node operates at the
most energy-efficient number of cores and clock fre-
quency.

2) We show that heterogeneous mixes on the energy-deadline
Pareto frontier are better than homogeneous configura-
tions. Compared to the solution of switching between
a high-performance and a low-power configuration, our
approach enables a set of configurations that linearly
reduce the energy required to meet a deadline, as the
deadline is relaxed.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In Section
II, we discuss our trace-driven modeling approach. Section III
shows the validation of the approach. Section IV presents the
energy efficiency analysis. Section V presents related work and
Section VI summarizes our approach and analysis.

II. PROPOSED MODEL

This section describes our proposed analytical model for
the execution time and energy consumption of a cluster with
heterogeneous nodes. First, we present the overview of the
model and our assumptions. Next, we introduce the derivation
of the model.

A. Overview and Assumptions

In this paper, we consider scale-out workloads [12], [26],
which are highly parallelizable with negligible inter-node
communication. Such programs have repeating parallel phases
of execution and has different service demands for the cores,
memory and network I/O resources depending on applica-
tion domain and problem size. We execute such applications
on a heterogeneous cluster having n nodes with diverse

performance-to-power ratio. All nodes are multicore systems,
and all cores inside a node operate at a core clock frequency
f ∈ [fmin, fmax], where fmin and fmax are specific to each
type of node. Because we target server systems, we consider
that the cores inside a node are super-scalar and support out-
of-order execution where at least one integer instructions, one
floating point instruction and one memory request instruction
can be issued within each CPU cycle. Because of the out-of-
order architecture, the execution of instructions for which the
data is available can be overlapped with the time required to
retrieve the data for subsequent instructions [11]. We consider
nodes with a single memory controller (i.e. Uniform Memory
Architecture) that is equally shared among all the cores of
the system. The I/O devices in modern server systems are
memory-mapped and can transfer data to and from the main
memory with minimal intervention from the CPU, because
the transfers are controlled by a specialized processor called
a DMA controller. Thus, the activities of the network I/O
devices can be completely overlapped with the CPU activities.
Most modern multicore systems are covered by this model
of execution, including high-performance Intel Xeon or AMD
Opteron systems, and low-power ARM Cortex-A8, Cortex-
A9, Cortex-A15 and Cortex-A57 systems. In this paper, we
consider systems with one I/O network device, and consider
that the workloads have negligible storage I/O requirements.

The energy incurred by a node is considered to be split
into four components: cores, memory, network I/O device and
the rest of the system (disks, GPU, power suply, motherboard
circuitry etc.). The power consumption of the cores, memory
and network I/O device depends on the activities performed by
them. We consider the cores to be in C-state 0, even when they
are idling (i.e. cores are never put to sleep, even when they
are not executing any workload, which is a common setting
for datacenter nodes [7]). The cores can however change the
P-state (i.e. cores can change clock frequency). The power
consumed by a core depends on its P-state and on the type
of compute activity (if a core is executing integer instructions
only or floating point instructions only, or both or none). The
memory and the network I/O device are considered to have two
power states - idle and active. The power consumption incurred
by the rest of the system is considered fixed and independent
of the workload.

Our model determines the execution time and energy
consumed by a program as a function of the number of nodes,
number of cores per node and the core clock frequency. By
matching the execution times on each node and determining
the minimum energy configurations, we obtain the energy-
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efficient mix of heterogeneous nodes. This methodology is
used to determine a generic mix of heterogeneous nodes.
However, for ease of discussion we consider a mix of high-
performance AMD x64 nodes and low-power ARM Cortex-A9
nodes, as shown in Table 1. Figure 1 shows our methodology.
Given a heterogeneous system with nmax

ARM and nmax
AMD nodes

that services a job, our approach to derive an energy-efficient
heterogeneous mix consists of three main steps.

Node AMD K10 ARM Cortex-A9

ISA x86 64 ARMv7-A
Cores/node 6 4
Clock Freq 0.8–2.1 GHz 0.2–1.4 GHz
L1 data cache 64KB / core 32KB / core
L2 cache 512KB / core 1MB / node
L3 cache 6MB / node NA
Memory 8GB DDR3 1GB LP-DDR2
I/O bandwidth 1Gbps 100Mbps

Table 1: Types of heterogeneous nodes

Notation Description
P program
Ps representative subset of P
W total work units of P
n number of nodes
c number of cores per node
f clock frequency of a node

Time
T total execution time of P∗

TCPU CPU response time∗

TI/O I/O response time∗

Tcore core response time∗

Tmem memory response time∗

IP total instructions for P∗

IPs instructions for Ps
+

UCPU CPU utilization of cores per node+

cact number of active cores per node+

Icore instructions executed per core∗

WPI work cycles per instruction+

SPImem core stall cycles per instruction due to memory+

SPIcore non-memory stall cycles per instruction+

TI/OT
I/O transfers time∗

λI/O I/O requests inter-arrival rate+

Tact time taken by CPU work cycles∗

Tstall time taken by CPU stall cycles∗

Power
PCPU,act power of CPU work cycles+

PCPU,stall power of CPU stall cycles+

Pmem power of memory active+

PI/O power of I/O+

Pidle system idle power+

Energy
E energy consumed by P

∗

ECPU energy consumed by CPU∗

Emem energy consumed by memory∗

EI/O energy consumed by I/O∗

Eidle system energy when idle∗

Table 2: Model notations

First, using our model, we predict the execution time and
energy consumed for all possible configurations of nodes with
a given maximum number of nodes for each type. For each
configuration, we also compute the workload distribution ratio,
to match the execution time among the heterogeneous nodes.

Second, we remove the sub-optimal configurations by deriving
the Pareto frontier of the energy-time configuration space.
Third, given a service time deadline, we output the config-
uration space(nARM , nAMD) and the workload distribution
that meets this deadline with minimum energy usage. The
derivation of Pareto frontier is discussed in section IV-B. We
present the modeling of execution time and energy in the
following sections using the notations1 in Table 2.

B. Execution Time Model
This section describes the derivation of the execution time

model. Due to the matching technique, the execution time on
both types of nodes is the same. Furthermore, the workload
is equally distributed among nodes of the same type, thus the
execution time of the entire job, T is:

T = TARM = TAMD (1)

The job consists of service requests to cores, memory and
the I/O device. Due to out-of-order execution and memory-
mapped I/O, the response time of these three types of service
requests can overlap in time. Thus, simply adding them does
not reflect the real service time for the entire job. However,
from a measurement point of view, not all the service requests
are independent. CPU cores are seen as active by the OS
not only when they are servicing core requests (i.e. executing
useful work such as integer or floating point instructions), but
also when they are just waiting for memory responses. Thus,
the CPU time accounts for the response times of both cores
and memory. Based on the overlap between CPU time and I/O
response time, we define two response times in the system:
1) CPU response time is defined as the total time that a core

is executing instructions or waiting for memory requests,
accumulated for all the cores in a node.

2) I/O response time is defined as the total time during which
any core is waiting for the I/O device.

Because scale-out workloads consist of many repetitions of the
same execution phase, either the CPU response time or the I/O
response time dominates the total execution time. The faster
response time among the two is completely overlapped with
the slower one:

TARM = max(TCPU,ARM , TI/O,ARM ) (2)

and the same explanation applies to TAMD.

1) CPU Response Time: The CPU response time includes
the execution time of the core while performing computations
and the stall time of the core while waiting for completion
of memory requests. Let Tcore denote the execution time
of the core doing computations and non-memory stalls, and
Tmem denote the response time of the memory requests. Both
ARM and AMD cores support out-of-order executions that
may overlap waiting for memory requests with execution of
work cycles. Hence the CPU response time is determined by
the bottleneck between core and memory.

TCPU,ARM = max(Tcore,ARM , Tmem,ARM ) (3)

Next, we model how Tcore and Tmem depend on the number
of cores and core clock frequency of each node. To do
so, we start from the total workload executed by a node.

1The listed notations are general. When a parameter is used with a subscript
ARM or AMD, it denotes its application to that type of node. The symbol
∗ denotes the model predicted values, while the symbol + denotes measured
values.
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At runtime, a unit of workload is translated into a set of
machine instructions, which is different among ARM and
AMD, because of the different ISAs and micro-architectures.
Next, the set of machine instructions is used to model the
number of cycles incurred by analyzing the bottlenecks. The
number of cycles is modeled as a function of number of cores
and core clock frequency of each type of node. In our mix and
match approach, the workload is split between the two types
of nodes:

W = WARM +WAMD (4)

Let Ps be a representative phase of a scale-out workload.
For example, in a video encoding program, the smallest
representative phase is the encoding of one frame; in a financial
workload, such as pricing of stock options using blackscholes
partial differential equations, the smallest representative phase
is the computation of the price for one option. Due to different
ISAs, the same Ps translates into different number of instruc-
tions on ARM and AMD, and we use IPs,ARM to denote
the number of machine instructions for ARM ISA that are
required to completely execute the phase Ps. The total number
of instructions executed by the ARM nodes, IARM , is:

IARM = WARM · IPs,ARM (5)

We measure the number of instructions incurred by Ps, IPs

on both types of nodes. The instructions executed on each
type of node are split among n nodes. Furthermore, within
one node the instructions are equally split among the c cores.
Depending on the workload, not all c cores may be active
during the execution of Ps, due to serialization of the requests
on the I/O device. Thus, the average number of cores active
in a node, cact is UCPU · c. For ARM, the total number of
instructions executed by one core inside a node is:

Icore,ARM =
IARM

nARM · cact,ARM
(6)

Next, we derive the execution time per core by modeling the
number of cycles. The number of cycles incurred by a core
is equal to the work cycles and the stall cycles unrelated to
memory accesses:

cyclescore,ARM = Icore,ARM · (WPIARM + SPIcore,ARM )
(7)

and thus
Tcore,ARM =

cyclescore,ARM

fARM
(8)

As the program scales from Ps to P, the number of instruc-
tions scale, but the ratio of work cycles to instructions remains
constant. Similarly the ratio of stall cycles to instructions,
SPIcore, also remains constant. This hypothesis of constant
WPI and SPIcore is also validated in Section III-B. Hence,
we measure WPI and SPIcore for Ps and then use them to
determine the number of cycles for the scale-out program P.

2) Memory Response Time: The CPU response time TCPU

shown in Equation 3 is dependent on the memory response
time. To determine the memory response time, we measure
the stall cycles incurred by the core due to memory requests
. If memory is the bottleneck, the total cycles incurred by a
core, cyclesmem,ARM , are the work cycles plus the stall cycles
that cannot be overlapped with useful work.

cyclesmem,ARM = Icore,ARM · (WPIARM + SPImem,ARM )
(9)

For the nodes used in this paper, memory operates at a speed
independent of the cores and the memory response time is

Tmem,ARM =
cyclesmem,ARM

fARM
(10)

When the number of cores requesting memory accesses in-
creases, memory response time also increases due to memory
contention [36]. This increase in memory response time re-
sults in higher CPU stall cycles. According to Equations 9
and 10, memory response time can be obtained by measuring
SPImem,ARM for all values of active cores and core clock
frequencies. In Section III-B, we show that SPImem,ARM

regresses linearly over core frequency fARM .

3) I/O Response Time: Since CPU computation time
overlaps with I/O request transfer time, and I/O transfer time in
turn overlaps with inter-arrival waiting time of the next request,
it suffices to consider the maximum of these two values. Hence,
for an I/O bound program the response time is the maximum
between the I/O transfer time as a function of I/O bandwidth
and the I/O requests inter-arrival rate.

TI/O,ARM =
max(TI/OT ,ARM , 1

λI/O
)

nARM
(11)

For an I/O bound program, the workload is distributed among
the ARM and AMD nodes. As the number of nodes increases
for a fixed workload, the I/O response time improves because
I/O bandwidth required per node decreases.
C. Energy Model

The energy model determines the total energy consumed
by characterizing the power used and the execution time of P.
Total energy for a given workload is the sum of the energies
consumed within a node by core, memory, I/O and the rest of
the system, for all nodes in the cluster.

E = EARM + EAMD (12)

EARM =
(
Ecore,ARM + Emem,ARM

+ EI/O,ARM + Eidle,ARM

)
× nARM

(13)

When the system is completely idle, the power consumption
includes the idle power of the cores, memory and I/O devices,
as well as the fixed power consumption of the rest of the
components. Thus,

Eidle,ARM = TARM · Pidle,ARM (14)

The energy consumed by each core when is active is

Ecore,ARM = ((Pcore,act,ARM · Tact,ARM )

+ (Pcore,stall,ARM · Tstall,ARM )) · cact,ARM

(15)

where

Tact,ARM =
Icore,ARM ·WPIARM

fARM
(16)

Tstall,ARM =
Icore,ARM · SPIcore,ARM

fARM
(17)

Icore,ARM , WPIARM and SPIcore,ARM are obtained as
explained in Section II-B1. The energy consumed by the
memory and I/O is

Emem,ARM = Pmem,ARM · Tmem,ARM (18)
EI/O,ARM = PI/O,ARM · TI/O,ARM (19)
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D. Model Inputs

The trace-driven inputs to our model are obtained from
measurements by executing some representative subset of the
workloads or micro-benchmarks. We first discuss the measure-
ment of workload dependent input parameters such as CPI,
stall cycles followed by the measurement of power parameters.

1) Workload Characterization: Typical scale-out work-
loads used in datacenters exhibit a lot of parallelism due to
both requests and data. The computations of such workloads
can be divided into repetitive parallel execution phases within
a request and also across a batch of requests [7]. The represen-
tative subset Ps of the scale-out workload used in our model is
this repeating parallel phase. For example, in the memcached
program, each of the GET, SET and DELETE request types
are a parallel phase of execution. We measure the number of
instructions, work cycles, stall cycles for a single GET, SET
and DELETE command to capture the architecture specific
parameters for each type of node. All of these measurements
are done using hardware event counters in the respective nodes.

2) Power Characterization: Power for both types of nodes
is characterized by the parameters listed in Table 2. During
execution, a processor consumes varying amount of power
depending on the number of active components. CPU active
power, PCPU,act, is measured across cores and frequencies for
each type of node, using a micro-benchmark that maximizes
the CPU utilization. Power incurred by CPU stall cycles,
PCPU,stall, is measured using a stall micro-benchmark that
generates a stream of cache misses to maximize the number
of stall cycles. Power used by active memory, Pmem for the
ARM and AMD node is derived from specifications [1], [24]
and I/O power, PI/O , is obtained through direct measurement.
Idle power of the system, Pidle, is measured without any
workload. It suffices to do the measurements on a single node
of each type, because all the nodes of the same type exhibit
very similar power characteristics, which we have validated.

III. VALIDATION

This section shows the validation of our proposed model
against measurements of execution time and energy usage for
a diverse set of workloads. First, we present the workloads
and the system setup. Next we show experimental evidence
for our hypothesis of constant WPI and SPIcore, and the
linearity of SPImem with core clock frequency. Finally, we
summarize the validation results for the predicted execution
time and energy across different number of ARM and AMD
nodes.

A. Workloads and Setup
Many datacenter workloads must obey strict service time

deadlines. To service requests within a deadline, processing is
distributed over hundreds of server nodes. Jobs arrive at front-
end nodes and are forwarded to a cluster of compute nodes
that service job requests. Both response time and the energy
incurred by a job are dominated by compute nodes [26]. Thus,
we focus on the energy efficiency of compute nodes only. As
we are targeting datacenter workloads, we select six programs
representing different performance bottlenecks and with differ-
ent deadline requirements. EP, from NPB benchmark [6], is an
embarrassingly parallel distributed-memory program that gen-
erates random numbers for Monte-Carlo numerical simulation.
Memcached is widely used by Facebook, Amazon, Twitter,

among others, as an in-memory key-value distributed storage.
When a key request arrives, a front-end node dispatches the
request to a set of nodes that are responsible for storing the
key-values belonging to an application. All nodes in the pool
perform a key look-up computation, but typically few nodes
return the value. However, this operation may exert complex
service demands on core, memory and I/O devices [22], [37].
We use memslap running on another system to trigger requests
to the memcached server over a 1 Gbps network connection.
Note that memslap generates requests with fixed key-value
size and uniform popularity. For realistic memcached work-
load characteristics see [5]. From the PARSEC benchmark
suite [8], x264 represents the widely used encoding algorithm
for streaming video, and blackscholes represents a quantitative
model for determining option pricing. The open source speech
recognition engine Julius [4] represents the increasing adoption
of real-time speech processing workloads originating from
smart devices. To analyze the energy efficiency of web security,
we use the openssl RSA-2048 speed benchmark because major
web players are increasingly concerned with the in-transit data
security and are hardening the https encryptions [3].

To apply the model we perform baseline runs to measure
the parameter values with + symbol in Table 2, for both an
ARM and an AMD node. The details of the baseline runs to
measure the model inputs are described in Section II-D. We
use perf to access hardware event counters and to measure
execution time, and a Yokogawa WT210 power monitor to
measure the power and energy.

B. WPI and SPIcore

To validate our hypothesis of constant WPI and SPIcore
as workload scales from Ps to P, we use perf to measure
the work cycles, non-memory stall cycles and instructions to
derive these two model parameters. Figure 2 plots the WPI
and SPIcore for the EP benchmark with increasing problem
sizes from A to C on both ARM and AMD nodes. The plot
shows that our hypothesis holds for EP and other programs
that we have validated.
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Figure 2: WPI and SPIcore across problem size

C. SPImem Regression over Core Frequency f

To validate our approach, SPImem is derived by measuring
the memory stall cycles and instructions executed across
different frequencies and number of cores. Figure 3 shows
that as core frequency increases, SPImem grows linearly. The
Pearson’s correlation coefficient between SPImem and f is
r2 ≥ 0.94, showing very strong linear correlation among them.
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Domain Program Problem Size Bottleneck

Execution time error[%] Energy error[%]
AMD node ARM node AMD node ARM node

Mean
Std.

Mean
Std.

Mean
Std.

Mean
Std.

Dev. Dev. Dev. Dev.

HPC EP 2,147,483,648 random numbers CPU 1 5 1 2 6 2 6 5
Web Server memcached 600,000 GET/SET operations I/O 7 5 4 8 6 5 5 4
Streaming video x264 600 frames 704 × 576 Memory 6 4 1 3 9 2 5 8
Financial blackscholes 500,000 stock options CPU 1 1 1 1 7 3 5 2
Speech recognition Julius 2,310,559 samples CPU 10 2 4 9 7 6 2 5
Web security RSA-2048 5000 keys verifications CPU 1 1 10 1 7 2 2 7

Table 3: Single-node validation
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Figure 3: Effect of frequency and number of cores on SPImem

D. Execution Time and Energy
Model execution time and energy are validated against

the measured values, for all workloads described above. We
validated two aspects of our mix and match approach. First,
we validated the predictions of execution time and energy for
one ARM or AMD node across all combinations of number
of cores and core clock frequencies. This validation tests
the accuracy of selecting the most energy-efficient per-node
configuration. Second, we validated the multi-node energy-
efficient configurations. Together, these experiments validate
our selection of the Pareto-optimal configurations.

Table 3 summarizes the average error and standard devia-
tion on a single ARM or a single AMD node. Table 4 shows
the error on a cluster of eight ARM nodes and one AMD node.
In summary, the model error is less than 15%, with the main
sources of inaccuracy being irregularities among different runs
of the same program, and the power characterization.

Program
Configuration

Execution
Energytime

ARM AMD
error[%] error[%]nodes nodes

EP
8 1 3 10
8 0 3 2

memcached
8 1 10 8
8 0 3 1

x264
8 1 11 10
8 0 13 11

blackscholes
8 1 4 7
8 0 4 13

Julius
8 1 13 1
8 0 1 2

RSA-2048
8 1 2 8
8 0 1 12

Table 4: Cluster validation

IV. ENERGY EFFICIENCY ANALYSIS
For a given service time deadline, this section applies our

model to study the energy efficiency of different configura-

Program Performance AMD ARM
per Watt (PPR) Node Node

EP (random no./s)/W 1,414,922 6,048,057
memcached (kbytes/s)/W 2,628 5,220
x264 (frames/s)/W 1 0.7
blackscholes (options/s)/W 2,902 11,413
Julius (samples/s)/W 21,390 69,654
RSA-2048 (verify/s)/W 9,346 6,877

Table 5: Performance-to-power ratio

tions. Because the energy efficiency of a heterogeneous cluster
depends on the energy efficiency of its constituent nodes, we
first present the performance-to-power ratio (PPR) of both
ARM and AMD nodes. Next, we evaluate if (i) heterogeneous
nodes are more energy-efficient than homogeneous systems,
(ii) for a given power budget, different mixes of heterogeneous
nodes impact energy efficiency, (iii) increasing the number of
heterogeneous nodes impacts energy efficiency and (iv) the job
queueing delay impacts energy efficiency.

A. Performance-to-Power Ratios
PPR is defined as the work done per unit of time, nor-

malized by the average power consumption. This is equivalent
to the work done per unit of energy. The PPR computed for
the most energy-efficient configuration is shown in Table 5.
As observed from the table, ARM has a better PPR than
AMD, but with two notable exceptions. For web-security
applications such as RSA-2048, AMD has better PPR due to
its special instructions that accelerate cryptography processing.
X264 encoding algorithm is memory-bound [8], and performs
much better on the high memory bandwidth AMD. For the
other applications, ARM has a better PPR but lower overall
performance. Hence mixing ARM and AMD optimizes both
energy efficiency and performance, as shown in Section IV-B.

B. Is Heterogeneity better than Homogeneity?
This section evaluates if heterogeneity reduces energy

consumption while still meeting a set deadline. As the total
energy depends on the number of active nodes and the number
of cores per node and core clock frequency, finding the global
optimum configuration is a complex task. For example, a
system with ten AMD and ten ARM nodes results in a total
of 36,380 possible heterogeneous configurations2. An approach
to reduce the configuration space is beyond the scope of this
paper.

The observations from this section are illustrated using EP
and memcached. However, similar observations hold for all

2a) Mix of ARM and AMD nodes = 10 (ARM nodes) × 5 (core frequencies
per ARM node) × 4 (number of cores per ARM node) × 10 (AMD nodes)
× 3 (core frequencies per AMD node) × 6 (cores per AMD node) = 36,000;
b) Considering only ARM nodes, 10 × 5 × 4 = 200; c) Considering only
AMD nodes, 10 × 3 × 6 = 180. Total = 36, 000 + 200 + 180 = 36, 380
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Figure 4: Pareto frontier for EP
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Figure 5: Pareto frontier for memcached

workloads where the PPR of ARM is better than that of AMD.
For our energy efficiency analysis we use 50,000 memcached
requests as one job. For easy comparison across workloads, we
choose an input of 50 million random numbers for EP, so that
the execution time is roughly similar to memcached. However,
we note that the input size does not impact the conclusion of
the analysis because increasing the input size leads to linear
increase in both execution time and energy usage.

Figures 4 and 5 plot the energy incurred to finish a job for
all possible configurations for memcached and EP respectively.
Each point in this plot represents a different configuration
where a configuration is determined by the number of ARM
and AMD nodes, number of cores per node and the core
clock frequency. For each configuration point, the x-axis
denotes the job service time and the y-axis represents the
corresponding energy used. Given a deadline, there exist a set
of configurations that meet this deadline. The configuration
that meets the deadline with the minimum energy usage is
Pareto optimal. The set of all Pareto optimal points across all
possible deadlines forms the energy-deadline Pareto frontier.

In Figure 4, we show the minimum energy incurred by
AMD-only and ARM-only configurations. The thicker line
represent the Pareto frontier that partially overlaps with ARM-
only minimum energy configurations. Because of the overlap,
the Pareto frontier can be divided into two parts. The left
part consists of mixes of AMD and ARM nodes, and rep-

resents a “sweet region”3 where relaxing the deadline linearly
reduces the energy used. The sweet region is bounded by
the energy incurred by the homogeneous configurations, with
ARM representing the lower bound and AMD the upper bound.
The right part, represents an “overlap region” consisting of
ARM-only configurations. The overlap region exists when the
program is compute-bound. For such a program, decreasing
the number of cores or the core clock frequency increases the
execution time and decreases the energy. Figure 4 shows that,
in the overlap region, as the deadline is relaxed from 200ms to
250ms, a decrease in energy usage occurs because of reducing
the number of cores and the core clock frequency. However,
for I/O bounded executions, improving performance is only
possible by increasing the number of nodes. Thus, I/O bounded
programs do not exhibit an overlap region as shown in Figure 5
where the energy incurred by memcached on homogeneous
systems is constant even as deadline is relaxed.
Observation 1: Heterogeneity allows larger energy savings
compared to homogeneous systems while maintaining the same
service time deadline.
This analysis may seem unfair because we compare 10 AMD
nodes with 10 AMD plus 10 ARM. In the next section, we
show that this observation holds even when we replace some
AMD nodes with ARM nodes. The question then becomes how
many AMD nodes should be replaced by ARM nodes such that
we improve the energy efficiency of meeting a deadline.

C. What is a Good Mix of High-performance to Low-power
Nodes?

Since datacenters often have an upper bound on their peak
power consumption, we consider a fixed peak power budget
drawn by our system that constrains the maximum number of
nodes. Based on peak power proportion between ARM and
AMD nodes, we analyze the impact of replacing some high-
performance AMD nodes by low-power ARM nodes such that
the total peak power is within the budget.
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Figure 6: Heterogeneous mixes for memcached

Figures 6 and 7 show4 the impact of changing the number
of ARM and AMD nodes, for a given budget of 1kW. We use
an ARM to AMD power substitution ratio5 of 8:1. The graphs

3A sweet region is a union of Pareto optimal heterogeneous sweet spots.
4Henceforth, each figure plots Pareto frontiers with x-axis in log-scale.
5Since each AMD node draws a peak power of 60W and each ARM node

draws a peak power of 5W, one AMD node can be replaced by 12 ARM
nodes. Factoring the 20W peak power drawn by the switch [2] that connects
the ARM nodes, gives us a power substitution ratio of 8:1.
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Figure 7: Heterogeneous mixes for EP

clearly show that heterogeneous mixes with a larger number
of ARM nodes incur lower energy for a given execution time.
Observation 2: Replacing even a few high-performance nodes
based on the power substitution ratio, introduces a sweet
region.
However, using only low-power nodes may not meet the
service time deadline. For example, Figure 6 shows that low-
power ARM only configurations do not meet deadlines smaller
than 30ms. For an application that is compute-bound, such as
EP, replacing even a few AMD nodes triggers a sweet region.
However, the most energy-efficient configuration is achieved
by replacing all AMD nodes with ARM nodes. This is possible
because, while eight ARM nodes are power-equivalent to one
AMD nodes, the execution rate of eight ARM nodes is higher
than one AMD node.
D. Are Larger Mixes of Heterogeneous Nodes Better?

Using the same power substitution ratio, Figures 8 and 9
show that increasing the number of heterogeneous nodes does
not change the energy bounds of a sweet region. Secondly,
it increases the number of configurations on a sweet region.
Thirdly, as expected, increasing the number of nodes results
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Figure 8: Increasing cluster size for memcached

in faster execution time, causing the sweet regions to shift to
the left.
Observation 3: Increasing the number of nodes in a hetero-
geneous mix, while maintaining the same power substitution
ratio increases the number of configurations on a sweet region
without changing its energy bounds.
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This observation has an interesting implication. Given n jobs,
it is better to schedule both on the same cluster than assigning
each job to n clusters each with 1

n of the total capacity.
For example, consider four memcached jobs with a deadline
of 165 milliseconds each, and 64 ARM and 8 AMD nodes,
and two possible setups: (i) we can create four clusters, each
with 16 ARM and 2 AMD nodes, or (ii) one large cluster
with all nodes. In the first setup, Figure 8 indicates that the
configuration that meets the deadline incurs 19.8 Joules per
job. In contrast, the configuration that meets a deadline of four
times smaller (41 ms), incurs 19.6 Joules per job.

E. Impact of Jobs Queueing Delay
So far we assumed that each job does not wait for other

jobs inside a datacenter. Next, we extend the Pareto frontier
to model job arrivals with waiting time.
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Figure 10: Effect of job queueing delay on cluster utilization

We model the arrivals and departures of jobs to a datacenter
using a M/D/1 queueing model. Jobs are assumed to arrive
with inter-arrival time exponentially distributed with param-
eter λjob, and are queued in a dispatcher node until all the
previous jobs have been serviced. The service time for a job
is considered fixed, and modeled by our matching scheduling
policy. According to the M/D/1 queueing model, the utilization
of the cluster is U = Tλjob, where T is the service time.

We analyze the effect of changing arrival rate by varying
the arrival rate such that the utilization varies between 0 and 1.
Figure 10 plots in log-log scale the total energy consumed by
a cluster of 16 ARM and 14 AMD nodes servicing multiple
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memcached jobs each with 50,000 requests, for an observation
period of 20 seconds. We plot three profiles of utilization,
corresponding to a tenfold increase in arrival rate. For a
configuration point that does not use all 16 ARM and 14
AMD nodes, we consider the unused nodes as turned off. As
arrival rate increases, the average waiting time in the dispatcher
queue also increases. To meet the same response time deadline,
jobs need to be serviced faster, which requires a configuration
with more high-performance nodes. Thus, as the utilization
increases from 5% to 50%, the energy required to meet the
same deadline increases almost by an order of magnitude.

However, Figure 10 shows that the sweet region is still
present, for all values of utilization. Unlike our previous
analysis where we considered only energy incurred by job
service time, the sweet region has a more complex shape and
can be divided into two linear regions delimited by a sharp
drop in the energy used. In the leftmost part of the sweet
region, the configurations always include high-performance
AMD nodes. Because AMD idle power is 45 watts, the idle
energy use is considerable. In contrast, the rightmost part of
the sweet region consists of configurations with only ARM
nodes, which idle at less than 2 watts, thus incurring much
lower idle energy.

When considering the idle energy and job queueing delay
of a system, the energy reductions achievable by heteroge-
neous systems are much larger, spanning almost two orders
of magnitude. As cluster utilization increases due to faster
job arrivals, the energy savings are further amplified, but the
minimal response time achievable is reduced.
Observation 4: Energy savings achieved by the mix and match
approach are amplified when cluster utilization increases.

V. RELATED WORK

Previous work on energy efficiency of heterogeneous clus-
ters can be classified into: (i) level of heterogeneity including
chip level, node level or cluster level, (ii) energy efficiency
approaches, and (iii) scheduling of jobs in cluster. Each of
these are discussed and compared with our work.

1) Level of Heterogeneity: At chip-level, Van Craeynest
and Eeckhout propose a study of single ISA multicore het-
erogeneity to understand the extent to which both system-
level throughput and per-program performance can be si-
multaneously satisfied [38]. Dynamic core heterogeneity is
investigated for speeding up programs with sequential and
parallel fractions [17] and programs that alternate between
regions with high thread-level parallelism and instruction-level
parallelism [31]. More recently, with the emergence of ARM
big.LITTLE, a hierarchical power management approach to
optimize the performance per watt within a thermal-design
power budget [29]. At node-level, KnightShift tightly couples
a single high-performance server with a low-power server
to enable two energy-efficient operating modes [42]. Mixing
CPU and accelerators is another method used to improve the
efficiency per watt at node-level [41]. At a cluster level, Whare-
Map [25] explores performance improvements by using exist-
ing heterogeneity in modern warehouse scale computers, while
we model and analyze the impact of heterogeneity because of
diverse performance-to-power ratios. Chun et al. [10] study
the feasibility and potential of hybrid datacenters with Xeon
and Atom platforms, but considering only one node of each
type, while we explore heterogeneous mixes of several nodes.

While Nathuji et al. [30] exploit across-platform heterogeneity
for power efficiency, they do not consider nodes with diverse
performance-to-power ratios. Moreover, their approach uses
throughput as a measure of performance, while we model the
execution time.
Closer to our approach is Heath et al. [16] who propose a mod-
eling technique to optimize energy for a cluster of nodes with
different CPUs and network capabilities. The model considers
request distribution among nodes to balance resource utiliza-
tion. In contrast, we analyze energy efficiency by matching
the execution rates among all the nodes in the cluster. Central
to our approach is the existence of two types of nodes, with
significant differences in power consumption. Furthermore, our
approach uses various mixes of high-performance and low-
power nodes to achieve linear reductions of energy used as
the execution time deadline is relaxed.

2) Energy Efficiency: There are many techniques to im-
prove energy efficiency in cluster systems. Dynamic voltage
scaling to mitigate pipeline imbalances within a core are
proposed by [21]. PEPON [32] discusses power distribu-
tion among multiple-cores to maximize performance without
exceeding a given power budget. Algorithms for dynamic
power management of clusters are discussed in [9], [19], [28],
These techniques complement our approach as we do not
propose dynamic power management techniques within a core
or node. We analyze the improvements in energy reductions
for a given power budget but with a heterogeneous mix of
both high-performance and low-power CPU nodes. While
Guevara et al. [15] consider performance-efficiency trade-offs
of heterogeneous processors, their approach uses proxies to
compose bids on behalf of applications for specific type of
hardware. On the other hand, our model determines energy
efficient configurations for a single workload on a given set
of heterogeneous mix of nodes. Our previous work uses a
modeling approach to determine a configuration of cores and
core clock frequency that optimizes energy within a single low-
power ARM node [37]. However, the modeling approach in
this paper is constructed to analyze the Pareto-optimal energy-
deadline space of clusters with both low-power and high-
performance nodes.

3) Workload Scheduling: Hybrid-MR [33] discusses al-
gorithms for dynamic resource management of workloads.
PIE [39] dynamically adjusts the scheduling of jobs for single-
ISA heterogeneous multicores. However, our approach dis-
tributes a single workload equally among nodes of the same
type and matches the execution time among heterogeneous
nodes to achieve energy efficiency for a given deadline. While
Spicuglia et al. [34] present an algorithm that balances requests
from multiple applications on heterogeneous servers and opti-
mizing the mix of multiple applications on a single server, our
work models a single workload on heterogeneous clusters.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

This paper proposes a model-driven analysis to determine
an energy-efficient mix of high-performance and low-power
nodes in a cluster. By modeling the workload service demands
on cores, memory and I/O devices of a node, we derive
the energy-efficient mix of nodes that services a job while
maintaining a service time deadline. We obtain a Pareto-
optimal set of configurations by matching the execution time
of different nodes to minimize system idle time. This mix and
match approach exposes a “sweet region” containing a set of
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configurations where the energy used by a job reduces linearly
as its service time deadline is relaxed. Unlike homogeneous
systems that do not exhibit a sweet region, heterogeneous
configurations generally use less energy to meet the same
service time deadline. A sweet region can be obtained by
replacing even a few high-performance nodes with low-power
nodes while maintaining a power budget. To analyze different
heterogeneous mixes, we characterize workloads representing
two extreme points of the datacenter computing spectrum on
a cluster of AMD Opteron and ARM Cortex-A9 nodes. We
observe that changing from a homogeneous AMD cluster to a
heterogeneous AMD and ARM cluster reduces energy by up
to 44% for memcached and 58% for EP, while maintaining the
same execution time deadline.
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